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Abstract: Blockchain was developed under public domain and distributed database using the
P2P connection. Therefore, blockchain does not have any central administrator or Certificate Au-
thority(CA). However, Public Key Infrastructure(PKI) must have CA which issues and signs the
digital certificates. PKI CA must be fully trusted by all parties in a domain. Also, current public
key cryptosystem can be broken using quantum computing attacks. The post-quantum cryptography
(PQC) must be secure against the quantum adversary. We combine blockchain technique with one of
post-quantum cryptography lattice-based cryptosystems. In this paper, we suggest QChain which is
quantum-resistant decentralized PKI system using blockchain. We propose modified lattice-based GLP
signature scheme. QChain uses modified GLP signature which uses Number Theoretic Transformation
(NTT). We compare currently used X.509 v3 PKI and QChain certificate.

Keywords: blockchain, post-quantum cryptography, lattice, decentralized PKI

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Public-key cryptosystem needs Public Key Infras-
tructure (PKI) which is to guarantee the integrity of
for all user’s public key. Currently used PKI system
is X.509 v3[1] as the international standards. How-
ever, X.509 PKI system has some disadvantage such
as centralization, single point failure, and fully trusted
Certificate Authority (CA). CA is a trusted third party
whose signature on the certificate guarantees for the au-
thenticity of the public key bound to each entity. CA
must need to securely store and revocation. If CA is
not online called single point failure, the client cannot
store or revocation their public keys. Therefore, cur-
rently used centralized PKI system has some problem
with availability. Due to centralized CA, we fully trust
CA server. Thus, we need to decentralized PKI system
to solve disadvantage of centralized PKI system.

The most famous cryptocurrency Bitcoin [2] is the
first decentralized crypto and virtual currency. Bitcoin
uses blockchain which is a transaction database shared
by all peer nodes. With transaction of the blockchain,
anyone can find each information of transaction history.
A peer-to-peer (P2P) which is decentralized network
is distributed system between peers. Each peer has
equally same privilege on their network. P2P does not
have the concept of client or server. However, each peer
nodes operate both client and server on their network
at the same time. Since blockchain is decentralized, we
combine blockchain and PKI system.

Public key cryptosystem such as Diffie-Hellman (DH)
key exchange protocol and RSA are based on the dif-
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ficulty of Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) and In-
teger Factorization Problem (IFP). However, DLP and
IFP can be solved within the polynomial time by Shor’s
algorithm[3] using the quantum computer. Therefore,
we need secure public key cryptosystem against the
quantum adversary. Post Quantum Cryptography (PQC)
is secure cryptosystem against both classical and quan-
tum adversaries. We focus on lattice-based cryptogra-
phy which based on the mathematical hard problem
such as Ring Learning with Errors (Ring-LWE) prob-
lem. Lattice-based cryptography can be used not only
for encryption scheme but also for key exchange proto-
col and signature. We use GLP[4] signature scheme
which based on Ring-LWE problem. Because GLP
scheme is simple and efficient signature algorithm.

In this paper, we suggest QChain which is quantum-
resistant decentralized PKI system. To construct QChain,
we combine blockchain and lattice-based cryptography
which is one of PQC primitive. QChain is a practi-
cal method for managing public key encryption. To
construct quantum secure PKI, we use lattice-based
GLP signature scheme. We also compare currently
used X.509 v3 PKI system and our QChain from the
point of connection, non-repudiation, revocation, scal-
ability, trust model, and security level.

1.2 Outline of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce blockchain and lattice-
based cryptography such as well-known mathematical
hard problem Learning with Errors (LWE) and Ring-
LWE. Section 3 describes related work using blockchain
and PKI systems. Then, we construct QChain which is
quantum-resistant decentralized PKI using blockchain
technique in Section 4. We compare currently used PKI
standard X.509 v3 and QChain, then we suggest future
work and conclusion in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
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2 Background

In this section, the blockchain and the lattice-based
cryptography such as LWE and Ring-LWE problem will
be described in brief.

2.1 Blockchain

Blockchain was introduced to the Bitcoin cryptocur-
rency system. Bitcoin is a first decentralized virtual
currency and designed as a P2P network by Satoshi in
2008. It operates in a P2P environment and adopts
Proof of Work (PoW) agreement algorithm. All users
in the blockchain network can create a transfer transac-
tion with public key cryptography. A user called miner
can take advantage of Proof-of-Work (PoW) operations
by generating blocks with multiple valid transactions.
The generated blocks are broadcast to the entire net-
work and registered in the chain. After proposed Bit-
coin, many other cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum[5],
Ripple, and IOTA has proposed by cryptocurrency re-
search groups. Figure 1 shows the simplified version of
Bitcoin blockchain.

Figure 1: Simplified Bitcoin Blockchain

Every block’s header has hash value of previous block
header. Using the transaction of each block, we can
make Merkle hash tree. The first block called gene-
sis block is defined as hardcoded into the application
to utilize blockchain. Genesis block consists of a times-
tamp, nonce, version information, and Merkle tree hash
value. After generate genesis block, block 1 generates
using previous genesis block hash value.

Therefore, blockchain is designed as a decentralized
managing technique of Bitcoin for issuing and trans-
ferring cryptocurrency. This technique can support
the public ledger of all Bitcoin or other cryptocurrency
transactions that have ever been executed, without any
control of a Trusted Third Party (TTP). The advan-
tage of Blockchain is that the public ledger cannot be
modified or deleted after the data has been approved
by all user nodes. Thus, blockchain is fully distributed
and decentralized technique system. The blockchain is
well-known for data integrity and security. Blockchain
technology can also be applied to other types of usage.
It can, for example, create an environment for digi-
tal contracts and P2P data sharing in a cloud service.
Blockchain technique can be used for other services and
applications such as smart contract, medical industry,
and also PKI system.

2.2 Lattice-based Cryptography

Lattice-based cryptography is one of the most popu-
lar PQC primitives. Therefore, lattice-based cryptog-
raphy is secure against the quantum adversary. There
are many kinds of lattice-based cryptographic primi-
tives such as Learning-with-Errors (LWE), Ring Learning-
with-Errors (Ring-LWE), Module Learning-with-Errors
(Module-LWE), Learning-with-Rounding (LWR), and
so on. Lattice-based cryptography can be used not
only for encryption scheme but also for key exchange
protocol and digital signature. We will describe LWE
and Ring-LWE problems in brief. In this paper, we use
Ring-LWE scheme using key generation and signature.

2.2.1 Learning with Errors

LWE problem is introduced by Regev[6] in 2009.
LWE is a quantum-resistant mathematical hard prob-
lem against the quantum adversary.

Error distribution χ over Z is usually used Gaussian
distribution or binomial distribution. LWE distribu-
tion As,χ ∈ Znq × Znq For a secret vector s ∈ Znq and
choose uniformly random a ∈ Znq , and choosing e← χ.
and outputting;

(a, b = 〈s,a〉+ e mod q)

LWE problem has two kinds of version such as search
and decision. In cryptography, we use decision ver-
sion LWE problem. Decision LWE problem is given
m independent samples (ai, bi) ∈ Znq × Znq . As,χ for
a uniformly random s ∈ Znq or uniform distribution.
Then, distinguish (ai, bi) ∈ Znq × Znq or uniformly ran-
dom As,χ.

2.2.2 Ring Learning with Errors

Ring-LWE problem is introduced by Lyubashevsky
et al.[7] in 2010. Ring-LWE is also a quantum-resistant
mathematical hard problem against the quantum ad-
versary.

For a ring R of degree n over Z, and defining quo-
tient ring Rq = R/qR. Error distribution χ over Z is
usually used Gaussian distribution or binomial distri-
bution. Ring-LWE distribution As,χ ∈ Rq × Rq and
choose secret vector s ∈ Rq and choose uniformly ran-
dom a ∈ Rq, and choosing e← χ. and outputting;

(a, b = s · a+ e mod q)

Ring-LWE problem has two kinds of version such as
search and decision. In cryptography, we use decision
version Ring-LWE problem. Decision Ring-LWE prob-
lem is given m independent samples (ai, bi) ∈ Rq×Rq.
s ∈ As,χ for a uniformly random Rq or uniform distri-
bution. Then, distinguish (ai, bi) ∈ Rq × Rq or uni-
formly random Rq.
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3 Related Work

Even though lots of researches on lattice-based cryp-
tography have been studied for various cryptographic
applications, small research has been researched in PKI
system and blockchain areas. In this section, we intro-
duce a PKI system with blockchain and lattice-based
signature such as GLP scheme.

3.1 Application using Blockchain Technique

Axon et al.[8] proposed blockchain-based PKI in 2006.
Since this scheme based on Shamir’s secret sharing
scheme, it is not safe against the quantum adversary.
Meanwhile, Bansarkhani et al. [9] proposed first lattice-
based multi-signature scheme to Bitcoins based on ring-
LWE problem. This scheme can be used for the Bitcoin-
Blockchain transaction.

Kosba et al.[10] proposed smart contract system called
Hawk using blockchain technique in 2016. The Hawk
does not store financial transactions in the blockchain.
In a public view, it can preserve private contracting
information. Etherum[5] is a blockchain-based plat-
form which is developed by using smart contract. Not
only human-to-human contracts but also machine-to-
machine such as Internet-of-things (IoT) devices can
be used for smart contract system. Azaria et al.[11]
suggested medical data access and permission manage-
ment system called MedRec in 2016. MedRec is decen-
tralized record management system to use Electronic
Medical Records (EMRs) using blockchain technique.

3.2 Lattice-based Signature

Akleylek et al. proposed Ring-TESLA[12] Ring-LWE
based signature scheme. Secret key consist of a tu-

ple of three polynomials (s, e1, e2)
$←− Rq, e1 and e2

with small coefficients. centered discrete Gaussian dis-
tribution Dσ is used for sampling errors.Public key

is a tuple of (b1, b2). Polynomial a1, a2
$←− Rq, and

computes b1 = a1s + e1 mod q and b2 = a2s + e2
mod q. To sign the message m, signing algorithm sam-

ples y
$←− Rq with coefficient in [−B,B]. Then, com-

putes c′ = H(bv1ed,q, bv2ed,q,m) and polynomial z =
y + sc. Signature value is a tuple of (z, c′). To verify
signature (z, c′) with message m, verification algorithm
computes H(ba1z − b1ced,q, ba2z − b2ced,q,m).

Güneysu et al.[4, 13] published GLP signature scheme
based on ring-LWE problem and implements embed-
ded hardware systems. Polynomial ring defines Rpn =
Zq[X]/(Xn+1) andRp

n

k defines subset of the ring Rpn .

Rp
n

k consists of all polynomials with coefficients in the
range [−k, k]. To sign message µ, there need crypto-
graphic hash function H with range Dn

32. For n ≥ 512
consists of all polynomials of degree n− 1 that have all
zero coefficients except for at most 32 coefficient that
are ±1. First, we need to read 5-bit (r1r2r3r4r5) at a
time. If r1 is 0, put −1 in position r2r3r4r5. Other-
wise, put 1 in position r2r3r4r5. Then, we convert the
512-bit string into a polynomial of degree at least 512
as follows: ith coefficient of the polynomial the ith-bit

of the bit-string. If the polynomial is of degree ≥ 512,
then all of its higher-order terms will be 0. Algorithm
1 describe GLP signature scheme.

Algorithm 1: GLP Signature

Signing Key : s1, s2
$←− Rp

n

1

Verification Key: a
$←− Rpn , t← as1 + s2

Hash Function : H : {0, 1}∗ → Dn
32

1 Sign(µ,a, s1, s2)
2 begin

3 y1,y2
$←− Rp

n

k ;
4 c← H(ay1 + y2, µ);
5 z1 ← s1c + y1;
6 z2 ← s2c + y2;

7 if z1 /∈ Rp
n

k−32 or z2 /∈ Rp
n

k−32 then
8 go to line 3;
9 else

10 return (z1, z2, c);
11 end

12 end
13 Verify(µ, z1, z2, c,a, t)
14 begin

15 if z1, z2 ∈ Rp
n

k−32 then
16 c 6= H(az1 + z2 − tc, µ);
17 return reject;

18 else
19 return success;
20 end

21 end

Ducas et al.[14] proposed BLISS signature scheme
which is lattice-based signature with bimodal Gaussian
distribution in 2013.

4 QChain

We construct QChain which is quantum-resistant PKI
using blockchain. In this section, we describe full struc-
ture of QChain and detail of construction.

4.1 Structure of QChain

Figure 2 shows full structure of QChain. We use ring-
LWE encryption scheme which is quantum-resistant
primitive in QChain. More precisely, Public key en-
cryption scheme is based on ring-LWE by Lyubashevsky
et al.[7] which secure against quantum computing at-
tacks. The polynomial ring defines Rq = Zq[X]/(Xn +
1) where polynomial f is an irreducible of degree n−1.
The error distribution χσ uses discrete Gaussian dis-
tribution with standard deviation σ. For efficient en-
cryption time, we use Number Theoretic Transforma-
tion (NTT)[15] operations. NTT is a commonly used
in implementation of lattice-based cryptography. NTT
operation denotes ẑ = NTT(z). Cryptographic nonce

and random number are randomly selected nonce
$←−

{0, 1}n and rand
$←− {0, 1}n. We denote hash function

and signature algorithm H() and Sign(), respectively.
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Figure 2: Full Structure of QChain

Equation 4.1 defines error-reconciliation function. In
section 4.3, we will introduce detail signature scheme.

For a polynomial g = Σ1023
i=0 giX

i ∈ Rq, we define

NTT(g) = ĝ =

1023∑
i=0

ĝiX
i, with

ĝi =

1023∑
j=0

γjgjω
ij

where, ω = 49, γ =
√
ω = 7. The function NTT−1

defines inverse of NTT function.

NTT−1(ĝ) = g =

1023∑
i=0

ĝiX
i, with

gi = n−1γ−i
1023∑
j=0

ĝjω
ij

where, n−1 mod q = 12277, γ−1 mod q = 8778, ω−1

mod q = 1254.

The QChain scheme is described as follows:

• QChain.Setup(1λ): Choose security parameter λ
and output a parameter n, q, and σ =

√
16/2 ≈

2.828[16].

• QChain.KeyGen(n, σ): Polynomial r1 and r2 sam-
pled from Gaussian distribution using NTT oper-
ation in polynomial multiplication and addition.

r1,i, r2,i ← χσ;

y1,i, y2,i
$←− Rkq ;

ai
$←− Rq; âi ← NTT(ai);

r̂1,i ← NTT(r1,i); r̂2,i ← NTT(r2,i);

ŷ1,i ← NTT(y1,i); ŷ2,i ← NTT(y2,i);

p̂i ← r̂1,i − âi ∗ r̂2,i;
t̂i ← âi ∗ r̂1,i + r̂2,i;

The public key is (âi, p̂i, t̂i) ∈ pki and the secret
key is (r̂1,i, r̂2,i, ŷ1,i, ŷ2,i) ∈ ski for user i.

• QChain.GenesisBlock.Setup(): Genesis block is
the first block of QChain. We also call block 0
which is hardcoded into the software of our sys-
tem. The genesis block does not have previous
hash value. Therefore, we use {0}n for previous
hash value in genesis block. We fix i = 210 in
genesis block.

nonce
$←− {0, 1}n; randi

$←− {0, 1}n;

where, 0 ≤ i ≤ 210

timestamp← current time;

• QChain.GenesisBlock.Merkle(): We construct Merkle
hash tree after QChain.GenesisBlock.Setup() using
random number randi, timestamp, hash function
H(), and signature algorithm Sign(). In gen-
esis block, we fix pki = randi, IDi = i, and
Usernamei = i. Each pki defines as follows:

pkiInfo. =

randi||H(i)||H(i)||timestampi||Sign(randi)

Using pki Info., construct Merkle hash tree as
follows:

H i−1
2 ,··· ,j =

{
H i−1

2 ,··· ,0 = H(pkiInfo.) if i = odd

H i−1
2 ,··· ,1 = H(pkiInfo.) if i = even

Then, we compute top hash value Hroot using
each hash value of leaf nodes.

• QChain.GenesisBlock.Final(): We finally construct
genesis block in this final algorithm. To make a
previous hash of block 1, QChain needs a hash
value of genesis block. Previous hash value com-
putes as follows:

HBlock0 = H(({0})n||nonce||timestamp||Hroot)
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Figure 3: Detailed Structure of QChain

• QChain.User.Setup(pki, Hroot): In user setup al-
gorithm, it is similar QChain.GenesisBlock.Setup()
algorithm. User setup algorithm as follows:

Previous hash← HBlock0;

nonce
$←− {0, 1}n;

pki ← User public key ∈ {0, 1}n;

where, 0 ≤ i ≤ l ≤ 210

timestampi ← current time;

• QChain.User.Add(IDi, Usernamei, ski, pki): Af-
ter the genesis block has made by the previous al-
gorithm, we add information about user’s public
keys as follows:

H(IDi), IDi ← User ID;

H(Usernamei), Usernamei ← Username;

(r̂1,i, r̂2,i, ŷ1,i, ŷ2,i)← ski;

y1,i ← NTT−1(ŷ1,i); y2,i ← NTT−1(ŷ2,i);

(âi, p̂i)← pki; ai ← NTT−1(âi);

ci ← H(aiy1,i + y2,i, IDi); ĉi ← NTT(c)

r1,i ← NTT−1(r̂1,i); r2,i ← NTT−1(r̂2i);

Sign(IDi, ai, r1,i, r2,i);

using IDi and Usernamei, compute each hash
and signature value. The output signature value
is (z1,i, z2,i, ĉi). Then, we construct Merkle hash
tree same as genesis block process. The maxi-
mum user of each block is 210. Because we re-
strict maximum depth of Merkle hash tree due
to complexity reason. We will explain in detail
in section 4.2. The Sign() algorithm is modified
GLP signature scheme.

• QChain.User.Verify(IDi, pki, Sign(IDi)): To ver-
ify the public key pki and Sign(IDi) of user, us-
ing verify algorithm V erify(). User verify algo-
rithm as follows:

âi, t̂i ← pki;

ai ← NTT−1(âi); ti ← NTT−1(t̂i);

z1,i, z2,i, ĉi ← Sign(IDi);

ci ← NTT−1(ĉi);

V erify(IDi, z1,i, z2,i, ci, ai, ti);

using pki and Sign(IDi) which are the public
parameter, we can easily verify the user.

• QChain.Enc(pki,m): To encrypt message m ∈
R2, encryption algorithm as follows:

(âi, p̂i, t̂i)← pki;

(ai, pi, ti)← (NTT−1(âi),NTT
−1(p̂i),NTT

−1(t̂i));

e1, e2, e3 ← χσ;

ê1 ← NTT(e1); ê2 ← NTT(e2);

m̂← m ·
⌊q

2

⌋
;

(ĉ1, ĉ2)← (âi ∗ ê1 + ê2, p̂i ∗ ê1 + NTT(e3 + m̂));

Then, we can generate (ĉ1, ĉ2) and the ciphertext
is c = (ĉ1, ĉ2) using user public key pki and mes-
sage m.

• QChain.Dec(ski, c): To decrypt message c =
(ĉ1, ĉ2), decryption algorithm as follows:

r̂2,i ← ski;

(ĉ1, ĉ2)← c;

m′ ← NTT−1(ĉ1 ∗ r̂2 + ĉ2);

m← Decode(m′);

Decode() is a error reconciliation function. In
QChain.Enc() function, we encode the message m.
To decode the message m′, we use Decode() func-
tion. Decode() function defines as follows:

Decode(m) :=

⌊
2

q
·m · bq/2c

⌉
·
⌊q

2

⌋
(1)

We design QChain scheme contained 10 algorithms.
In Figure 3 describes detail structure of each block of
QChain. In a structure of QChain, each block consists
of previous hash, nonce, timestamp, a public key of the
user, hash value of the block, and Merkle hash tree.
The public key and secret key of users are based on
Ring-LWE key generation scheme. Users can commu-
nicate application data using public key cryptosystem
based on Ring-LWE scheme.
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Figure 4: Protocol of QChain and User

4.2 Merkle Hash Tree

Figure 5 shows example of QChain Merkle hash tree
with depth 2. We restrict maximum 210 user each block
in QChain.GenesisBlock.Setup() and QChain.User.Add()
algorithms. The depth of QChain Merkle hash tree
is 10. Because QChain considers efficient computa-
tion. QChain Merkle hash tree consist of 210−1 nodes.
Therefore, 210−1 hash operations are needed to gener-
ate Hroot hash value. 210− 1 hash operation is reason-
able computational power and efficient for users. The
complexity of searching pki is O(log2(n)) in average
case of each block. QChain.User.Add() algorithm has
also same complexity O(log2(n)).

Figure 5: Example of QChain Merkle Hash Tree

4.3 Signature

In section 2, we describe GLP signature scheme. To
efficient use, we modify GLP signature scheme. Algo-
rithm 2 describes modified lattice-based GLP signature
scheme. We integrate NTT for polynomial multiplica-
tion and addition. Modified GLP signature scheme is
used for QChain.GenesisBlock.Merkle(), QChain.User.Add
(IDi, Usernamei, ski), and QChain.User.Verify(IDi, z1,
z2, c,a, t) algorithms. Rkq to be a subset of the ring

Rq. Rkq consists of all polynomials with coefficients in
the range [−k, k].

Algorithm 2: Modified GLP Signature

Signing Key : r1, r2
$←− χσ

Verification Key: a
$←− Rq, â← NTT(a),

r̂1 ← NTT(r1),
r̂2 ← NTT(r2) t̂← âr̂1 + r̂2

Hash Function : H : {0, 1}∗ → Dn
32

1 Sign(µ,a, r1, r2)
2 begin

3 y1,y2
$←− Rkq ;

4 c← H(ay1 + y2, µ);
5 ĉ = NTT(c);
6 ẑ1 ← r̂1 ∗ ĉ + ŷ1;
7 ẑ2 ← r̂2 ∗ ĉ + ŷ2;

8 z1 ← NTT−1(ẑ1);

9 z2 ← NTT−1(ẑ2);

10 if z1 /∈ Rk−32q or z2 /∈ Rk−32q then
11 go to line 3;
12 else
13 return (z1, z2, c);
14 end

15 end
16 Verify(µ, z1, z2, c,a, t)
17 begin
18 if z1, z2 ∈ Rk−32q then
19 c 6= H(az1 + z2 − tc, µ);
20 return reject;

21 else
22 return success;
23 end

24 end
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5 Comparison with X.509 v3

In Figure 4 shows simplified protocol of QChain be-
tween 2 users. The first QChain operator initiates gen-
esis block (block 0). The operator has 5 steps algo-
rithms. QChain.Setup() sets the parameter of QChain.
QCh ain.KeyGen() makes a public key and secret key
of users. Then, QChain.Genesis Block.Setup(), QChain.
GenesisBlock.Merkle(), and QChain. GenesisBlock.Final()
algorithms operate genesis block. After generating gen-
esis block, QChain makes next block called Block 1. To
register public key, users set QChain. User.Setup() algo-
rithm. Users can register the public key with algorithm
QChain.User.Add(). Users can also verify the public key
with algorithm QChain.User.Verify(). Using this algo-
rithm, users can challenge to QChain for verifying the
anonymous user. QChain will answer if it is an au-
thenticated user or not. Finally, through algorithms
QChain.Enc() and QChain.Dec(), users can communi-
cate application data securely with each other.

Table 1 describes the comparison of QChain and
X.509 v3 PKI system. PKI system is required as regis-
ter key or domain, update and look up public key, re-
voke the lost key. The viewpoint of comparison is con-
nection, non-repudiation, revocation, scalability, and
model.

Table 1: Comparison of QChain and X.509 v3
System QChain X.509 v3

Connection Offline Online
Non-repudiation O O

Revocation O O
Scalability O(n) O(n)

Trust Model Decentralized Centralized

i) Connection: QChain can keep offline states ex-
cept initiating genesis block. On the other hand,
X.509 v3 PKI system which used for current in-
ternational standard must keep online states in
server side (TTP). If TTP of X.509 v3 PKI sys-
tem is offline, the user cannot verify that the pub-
lic key is authenticated or not.

ii) Non-repudiation:QChain has the block which con-
sists of user’s public keys with their signatures.
The user cannot deny their public information
such as public key and user ID. In X.509 v3 PKI
system has a certificate which consists of a pub-
lic key, username, and signature. Therefore, the
user cannot deny their certificate.

iii) Revocation: We have already described revoca-
tion complexity of QChain in section 4.2. The
complexity of revocation is O(log2(n)). QChain
also uses a timestamp for each block and user’s in-
formation. By using a timestamp for each block,
the QChain operator can specify the time to ex-
pire on each block. Since the timestamp is used
for each user, the QChain operator can determine

the expiration time according to the characteris-
tics of the user. Compared with QChain, X.509
v3 PKI system stores revocation in the user ’s
certificate. The X.509 v3 PKI system also cre-
ates and uses Certificate Revocation List (CRL).
Similarly, QChain can manage the revocation list
by creating blockchain for CRL.

iv) Scalability: QChain increases linearly with scal-
ability. Therefore, the complexity is O(n). The
advantage with QChain is that it does not need
to increase the number of TTP servers even if the
number of users and public information increases.
However, the X.509 v3 PKI system must increase
the computing power of the server in order to add
the user’s public information. Because the TTP
of X.509 v3 PKI system stores and authenticates
the user’s public information.

v) Trust Model: The main point of QChain is de-
centralized service for PKI system. Therefore,
QChain does not need to TTP. X.509 v3 PKI
system must have TTP. Due to the existence of
TTP, X.509 v3 PKI system has a problem of sin-
gle point failure.

We compare QChain and X.509 v3 PKI system. Non-
repudiation, revocation, and scalability have the same
results as the currently used X.509 v3 PKI system.
However, the advantage of QChain is that it can be
maintained offline because QChain has no central server
such as TTP. Also, our solution QChain can fundamen-
tally solve single point failure, which is a most serious
problem of X.509 v3 PKI system. Finally, since the
QChain using the blockchain technique is a decentral-
ized system, a malicious behavior of the TTP can be
prevented.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we construct QChain which is decen-
tralized PKI system using blockchain technique. QChain
is a quantum-resistant PKI system against the quan-
tum adversary. We combine blockchain technique and
PQC primitive which is lattice-based cryptography. To
efficient design QChain, we use NTT operations in poly-
nomial multiplication and addition. QChain uses GLP
signature scheme based on Ring-LWE problem. We
also modify GLP signature scheme using NTT oper-
ations. Finally, we compare currently used X.509 v3
PKI system with our QChain.

As future work, several directions should be explored
from here. First, we will implement QChain using C–
language as an open source project. The goal of this
project is efficient and secure decentralized PKI system.
Second, we will merge hash function and lattice-based
key exchange protocol such as BCNS[17], Frodo[18],
and NewHope[19]. To make secure communication against
the quantum adversary, we have to combine quantum
secure key exchange protocols. we will also add SHA3[20]
as secure hash function. Third, we need to precise se-
curity proof of QChain scheme.
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